28 November 2013

PRESS RELEASE
NIKI celebrates its 10th anniversary
with a flight from Vienna to Larnaka!
NIKI is celebrating its tenth anniversary on 28 November! As part of the
celebrations, the airline chose to offer its customers the unique opportunity to
travel from Vienna to Cyprus at preferential prices. The flight arrived at
Larnaka International Airport at 10:55 am. To welcome the 189 NIKI
passengers, Hermes Airports organized a hospitality event in the arrival area
of the airport.

In a brief speech, the Chief Executive Officer of Hermes Airports, Mr Wes
Porter, welcomed NIKI to Cyprus, noting that “Cyprus is enriching its air route
network with Austria. Both Cypriots wishing to visit Vienna, as well as tourists
who wish to visit Cyprus can now take advantage of a worthwhile, affordable
and quality option. We welcome NIKI and we are sure that the traveling public
will be thrilled with both the affordable prices and the high level of service
provided, as well as with the multiple options for connecting flights offered by
airberlin and NIKIs network through Vienna Airport. "

On behalf of the airline, the Managing Director of NIKI, Mr Christian Lesjak,
said: "We are very happy to include Cyprus in our flight schedule. We are
sure that our guests will embrace the new route to and from Vienna. Flight
guests from Cyprus will have the opportunity to take advantage of the airberlin
group’s wide route network within Europe and easily connect via Vienna to
numerous cities in Europe”.

As part of the celebrations, Hermes welcomed the arriving passengers to the
sounds of traditional Cypriot music while the NIKI passengers had the chance
to try traditional sweets and koumandaria.
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We would like to remind the public that NIKI routes to and from Cyprus, begin
in January 2014 with flights from Larnaka to Vienna (Austria). Specifically, the
new NIKI route will commence operating on Friday, 31 January 2014 and will
include two scheduled flights a week. The flights will take place on Mondays
and Saturdays. It is expected that from 31 March 2014 the airline will include
another additional flight in its schedule, which will be operated every
Wednesday. It is the first time that this particular airline has included Cyprus in
its routes.
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